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Editorial Preface

After the initial shock, disbelief, and

horror that all of us experienced as the

events of September 11th unfolded, we at

PRA began to think about how best we could

use our resources to understand and analyze

what had transpired on that tragic day, and

the subsequent reactions. We also deliber-

ated on how best we might serve you—our

readers and supporters—as a source of infor-

mation on issues related to 9/11 that we felt

were critical, especially for progressives but

also for people in general. We decided to refo-

cus the theme of this issue of The Public Eye.
So we postponed our slated feature article

by Chip Berlet on the U.S. Far Right, and

instead highlighted some of the important

issues related to the backlash to 9/11 in and

around the country, both the reaction of

ordinary people as well as the U.S. State.

The tragic attack in New York on Sep-

tember 11, 2001 witnessed a groundswell

of nationalism within the United States,

gripping the political leadership as well as

ordinary people. Political leaders quickly

attempted to mobilize support for their

agenda using nationalistic rhetoric and

imagery. From the President down, politi-

cians, pundits, and pollsters portrayed the

conflict in simplistic and stark terms of good

versus evil. This us/them dichotomy saw the

“them” sometimes explicitly identified as

particular individuals or organizations, and

at other times saw Muslims/Arabs/South

Asians/immigrants being tarred collectively

with the terrorist brush. Flying the U.S. flag

and wearing red, white, and blue became

rallying points around which people were

mobilized, and nationalism and patrio-

tism were displayed. Yet, there were those

who for all the flags they might have flown

and the national colors they might have

worn still were made to feel, or were seen

as, less than “real Americans.” Most of

them were immigrants, perhaps recent

immigrants who had migrated since the end

of WWII. Most were also Muslim, Sikh,
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W
hen I started work here at PRA last fall, I knew I was entering a challenging envi-

ronment. It is not easy to study the U.S. political Right in the best of times. I

soon realized that the opportunity to work with brilliant, dedicated, and supportive 

colleagues would be a sustaining aspect of this effort.

I was especially grateful for the company of the staff when we sat together in the library,

watching a fuzzy television picture of unfolding events on the morning of September

11th. Once the initial shock abated, we prepared a message to supporters and friends

expressing our grief and concerns. Our statement warns of specific dangers in the after-

math of the attacks:

The prejudice, bigotry and bias so easily visible in American society and that
which lies just beneath the surface will, we fear, be unleashed with new fury on any-
one perceived as a potential “enemy” of American interests.

We fear that civil liberties will be curtailed in ways that are not justified by 
genuine security concerns.

We are concerned that the urgency of this moment will discourage a thorough
review of who is conducting the response to these attacks.

Sadly, these words have lost none of their relevance. Before the events of 9/11, the

Right had already consolidated substantial power within all branches of government.

Now, the Bush Administration is rapidly moving through a repressive, militarist

agenda—often with only the barest pretense of critical review from Congress. Our civil

liberties face dramatic contraction. And there is increasing danger to those people, 

usually non-White, who are considered “foreign.”

We know that there are many people, here in the United States and outside its bor-

ders, who are seeking solutions that protect human rights and do not further compromise

world safety. Our goal is to offer resources, background information, and analysis to

advance these aims. This issue of The Public Eye includes resources to counter racist

and xenophobic threats, drawn from Defending Immigrant Rights, our next Activist

Resource Kit, now in preparation. Please visit our web site: www.publiceye.org for the

full message from PRA and much more information regarding the protection of human

rights and civil liberties.

Defending democratic principles is especially difficult in the current climate, as 

dissent is being demonized and analytical responses are considered by some to be 

apologies for terrorism. We are encouraged by the growing network of progressive forces

determined to uphold human value and dignity in an atmosphere of crisis and uncer-

tainty. We stand united with all those who support a tolerant, pluralistic society that

locates our security in justice and equality.

Kate Cloud

Director



Hindu, Arab, or South Asian.

Popular perception in the United States

often does not associate nationalism with the

United States. People here tend to identify

more with patriotism. The two are obviously

related, but is there a significant differ-

ence? George Orwell wrote in May 1945,

in “Notes on Nationalism,” that there is:

By “nationalism” I mean first of all the
habit of assuming that human beings can
be classified like insects and that whole
blocks of millions or tens of millions of peo-
ple can be confidently labelled “good” or
“bad.” But secondly—and this is much
more important—I mean the habit of
identifying oneself with a single nation or
other unit, placing it beyond good and evil
and recognizing no other duty than that
of advancing its interests. Nationalism is

not to be confused with patriotism. Both
words are normally used in so vague a way
that any definition is liable to be challenged,
but one must draw a distinction between
them, since two different and even oppos-
ing ideas are involved. By “patriotism” I
mean devotion to a particular place and
a particular way of life, which one believes
to be the best in the world but has no wish
to force on other people. Patriotism is of its
nature defensive, both militarily and cul-
turally. Nationalism, on the other hand,
is inseparable from the desire for power. The
abiding purpose of every nationalist is to
secure more power and more prestige, not
for himself but for the nation or other 
unit in which he has chosen to sink his own
individuality. 1

Elements of both are mixed into the 

popular reaction to September 11th. 

People are genuinely concerned about their

security, but the flag-waving, and the hawk-

ish and retaliatory attitudes manifested in

many quarters are more closely linked to

nationalism. As far as the U.S. State is con-

cerned, there is no doubt about its desire for

power and global domination that Orwell

ascribes to nationalism. Using national-

ism to mobilize popular support for an

imperialist agenda has long been part of U.S.

foreign policy in the Americas, in the Mid-

dle East, against the former Soviet Union,

and across the world. 2

At PRA, we also stress the need to draw

a distinction between nationalism and

nativism. Nativism is rooted in a blend of

xenophobia (the fear of people or ideas

that are seen as foreign and/or subversive)

and a chauvinistic nationalism. Nativists

customarily question the fittingness for

citizenship or residency of individuals or

groups whom they allege to be incapable of

or indisposed to being loyal citizens.

Nativism goes well beyond an aversion to

foreigners in its hostility to groups, includ-

ing immigrants and even citizens, who are

considered “un-American.” The basic def-

inition of “real American” or “all-American”

has historically been—and even now often

is—narrowly imagined to mean White

men, although various other groups have

been grudgingly allowed into this imagined

community at different points in the course

of U.S. history. Immigrants—usually, more

recent immigrants—have typically been

scapegoated and demonized in this process.

The verbal, physical, and fatal assaults by

individuals against Brown people since

9/11, regardless of their ethnic heritage or

nationality, are rooted in this nativist mind-

set. As is the response by the Bush admin-

istration (especially the Justice Department),

and Congress in seeking and approving

sweeping laws that seriously threaten the

human rights and civil liberties of immi-

grants—particularly those of Middle East-

ern, North African, or South Asian origin.

Even as administration officials spoke out

against scapegoating various groups, a 20-

year-old Pakistani student was brutally

assaulted while in INS custody. 3

The resurgence of nationalism and

nativism in the United States has serious

implications. Most immediately for those

who are the obvious and visible targets—

immigrants and people of color. But this

eruption manifests itself in a larger assault

on democracy, civil liberties and human

rights with long-festering consequences

for all of us. Progressives and those of us on

the Left would do well to remember—in

the context of the Right now being in

power—that we have been historically and

typically excluded from the imagined com-

munity as “un-American.” Thus, under-

standing nationalism and nativism, and

the role both have played in U.S. history and

politics, is crucial in challenging the Right

and in defending democracy, civil liberties,

and human rights for us all.

Endnotes
1 See George Orwell, “Notes on Nationalism,” posted on
http://www.resort.com/~prime8/Orwell/ Emphasis in
the original.

2 Little has been said, at least in the mainstream media in
the United States, to contextualize U.S. retaliation and for-
eign policy in general with such a broader imperialist and
materialist agenda. The alternative press and progressive
critics here and overseas have however done so. We invite
you to look at our website for some of these sources. An
important print source is Ahmed Rashid, Taliban: Mili-
tant Islam, Oil & Fundamentalism in Central Asia (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2000).

3 See Alisa Solomon, “Cracking Down on Immigrants—
Again,” The Village Voice (October 3-9, 2001).
http://www.villagevoice.com/issues/0140/fsolomon.php.
Solomon writes that the young man reported how the
guards took a long time in coming to the scene and even
when they arrived stood on the sidelines rather than inter-
vening immediately. She also reports how “immigrant advo-
cates around the country are increasingly alarmed by
reports of violence, harassment, and the draconian appli-
cation of immigration laws against INS detainees from
countries in the Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia.”

Nationalism
Nikhil Aziz and Chip Berlet

What is Nationalism?

“Nationalism is one of the most pow-

erful forces in the modern world.”1

This is true even in this current period of

globalization in which a variety of transna-

tional forces have emerged, escorted by

claims of a weakened nation-state system.

If anything, the real and perceived effects of

globalization on peoples across the globe

have reinforced nationalism—as much in

the United States as in Iran or India.

Nationalism is an ideology grounded in

the allegiance to one’s nation,2 and is insep-

arably linked to power and the desire for

power.3 It is crucial, therefore, to understand

what the nation is to be able to understand

nationalism. What is the nation? Benedict

Anderson, perhaps more than any other

scholar of nations and nationalism, has

revolutionized our thinking with his argu-
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ment that the nation is an “imagined com-

munity.”4

National leaders habitually profess, and

average citizens of all countries often believe

that their nations have been around since

time immemorial or that they are immor-

tal. Such imaginings are ahistorical, i.e.

they refute the reality of history—while the

Egyptian and Greek civilizations might be

old, the Egyptian and Greek nations are

new. Nations as we know them, and thus

nationalism, are very much products of

modernity.5 Nations have a beginning, and

they can have an end.

Why is the nation an imagined com-

munity? After all it exists in very concrete

and real terms. It has defined territorial

boundaries, governments, populations,

flags, anthems, histories, and all the trap-

pings of what one believes to be the essen-

tial ingredients of a nation. We live and

therefore participate in it. And we feel and

thus experience it. This perception is even

more real in times of collective celebration

or mourning. Anderson argues that the

nation is an imagined community because

“the members of even the smallest nation

will never know most of their fellow-mem-

bers, or even hear of them, yet in the minds

of each lives the image of their commu-

nion.”6 An individual often feels an imme-

diate kinship with another based on nothing

more than that both are from the same

country, or happen to speak the same lan-

guage or even speak it in the same accent.

It “is imagined as limited because even

the largest of them, encompassing perhaps

a billion living human beings, has finite, if

elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other

nations.” There is always a “them” where 

the “us” ends. A nation is imagined as 

“sovereign” because it was conceived in the

crucible of enlightenment and revolution

that dethroned absolute monarchs who

claimed the divine right of kings to lord over

their subjects.8 Around the world, the

nation (and the nation-state) is the ultimate

political authority in the minds of its mem-

bers. And, “it is imagined as a community,
because, regardless of the actual inequality

and exploitation that may prevail in each,

the nation is always conceived as a deep, 

horizontal comradeship.”9 Class, gender,

race, sexuality, religion, and ideological

beliefs that indicate difference are often

entombed within the common construct

of nationality, usually on terms set by the

dominant group.

For example, after September 11th, Jeff

Epperly, editor of Bay Windows (one of

Boston’s lgbt newspapers) “thought it

important that they [gay Muslims] be able

to give voice to their own thoughts on how

they were being treated, U.S. policy in the

Middle East—and of course the monster

named Osama.”10 Surina Khan, executive

director of the International Gay and 

Lesbian Human Rights Commission,

responded about the anti-Muslim/

Arab/South Asian backlash that, “I think

what we’re seeing is a magnified sense of

nationalism and patriotism.”11 Beth Berlo

reported that Khan felt this was the result

of anger, and that she felt worried that

Muslim business owners had to display

the U.S. flag prominently as a safety mech-

anism because “People are very angry and

they want to find someone to blame for their

suffering and what emerges from that, is this

sense that only a certain type of person

should benefit from living in this country

and that would typically be a white het-

erosexual male.”12 In this context, Khan

said, she felt “more connected to [her] Pak-

istani heritage, and [felt] more shame for

being an American.”13

In response, Epperly fumed that “there

is no line of leftist ideology that Khan does-

n’t reflexively support, no sloganeering to

which she will not stoop. She is the worst

kind of leftist: utterly predictable. She

makes the Left look just as simple and

ignorant as the religious Right loonies who

also subscribe to their creeds unquestion-

ingly.”14 His backlash lacked an honest

effort to engage the complexity of Khan’s

views (or the Left’s in general), and resorted

to name-calling—when her perspective

did not fit his idea of what her response as

a gay Muslim American of Pakistani/South

Asian heritage should have been. This sig-

nals how majoritarian terms and conditions

are the parameters within which minority

views must be formed in the imagined

community.

Nationalism: Imagination,
Inclusion, and Independence

The conception of the nation as an imag-

ined community is extremely relevant

in the context of immigration and immi-

grant rights. It is precisely because the nation

is imagined as limited and sovereign, and

despite its being imagined as a community,

that it is inherently exclusive. Inclusion and

exclusion influence the outcome of who is

imagined to be in the nation. Certain cat-

egories of people are included within its self-

construction based on particular and

narrowly defined criteria and many others

are excluded. This is true for all nations. Fur-

ther, these boundaries are both materially

and mentally constructed—the barbed wire

fences, the deep moat-like ditches, and the

armed and uniformed guards exist as much

in our minds as they do on the ground.

How do national leaders or members of
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nations imagine their national commu-

nity? This is frequently done based on

assumed ties or interests that might be

shared by a group or collective. These

shared interests could be based on a group

having a common language, ethnicity, race,

religion, culture, history, or a blend of these

and other factors. These factors provide the

common links between individuals to jus-

tify the creation or maintenance of a com-

munity that brings those individuals under

a common jurisdiction. Such imaginings

typically gloss over differences within the

nation of class, race, gender, and sexuality

and the structures of power and privilege

within which those differences are situated,

as well as the effects those differences

might have on individuals or groups.

However, these differences also serve to

exclude other individuals or groups, includ-

ing recent entrants, from the imagined

community. It is important to note, how-

ever, that there is virtually no nation that

is homogenous.

In modern times, the national commu-

nity has usually been manifested in a

sociopolitical, territorial, geographical, and

legal entity, i.e., the nation-state.15 Nation-

alism is the ideology through which such

imagined communities are realized, and

then sustained. Its origins lie in Europe and

some of the settler states that the Europeans

created in the Americas. European politi-

cal and religious leaders challenged each

other on political, spiritual, and economic

authority over centuries. These disputes

were settled first through the establish-

ment of state religions (often the faith of the

ruling dynasty) and then after the Enlight-

enment, with the separation of church and

state. Anderson also contends that the rise

of the print media in vernacular languages,

in which Protestant Christianity played a

crucial role, mobilized the masses for polit-

ical and religious aims.16 These various ele-

ments contributed to the development of

nation-states that came out of the disinte-

gration of the Holy Roman Empire when

the Peace of Westphalia ended the Thirty

Years War in 1648.17

According to Anderson, nationalism in

Europe’s settler colonies in the Americas was

fueled by the disadvantaged position within

the political and economic system of 

people of European descent compared to

people in or from the “mother country.”18

This is pithily summarized in the slogan of

the Boston Tea Party, “No taxation without

representation.”

In the colonized nations of Asia, Africa,

and Latin America the rational and revo-

lutionary spirit of nationalism (particu-

larly associated with the French, Russian,

and American revolutions) fueled the strug-

gle for freedom from colonialism. However,

as Partha Chatterjee notes, anticolonial

nationalist ideology was deliberately crafted

and used to legitimize the position of the

ruling classes in postcolonial states.19 It
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also charted its own course separate from

the Western experience by drawing a dis-

tinction between the material and spiritual

domains, declaring the “spiritual as its sov-

ereign territory” where the West was not

allowed to intervene.20 Moreover, nation-

alism itself was not uncontested in many of

these societies. South Asia’s leading politi-

cal thinkers, Mohandas Gandhi,

Rabindranath Tagore, and Muhammad

Iqbal, all of them cosmopolitan universal-

ists at their core, continually wrestled with

the paradoxes of nationalism even as they

participated in and led nationalist struggles

against colonialism and imperialism.21

Nations and Mission

While nationalism is inherently exclu-

sive in that it excludes others, many

nationalists are also exclusive in that they

imagine their nation as the “chosen” one. In

the United States, the vision of the chosen

(or blessed) nation is an older thread that in

more recent times gets woven into the illu-

sion of the indispensable nation. Both these

strands are antidemocratic as much as they

are exclusionary. This is one way that nation-

alism blends with nativism, as often-over-

looked foundational building blocks of

U.S. society and culture. [See article on

nativism].

A Chosen People
In the first case, the early Puritan colo-

nial settlers envisioned the creation of

America as the chosen nation, as part of

prophetic destiny. But their vision of the

biblical “City on a Hill” was often conceived

in the image of the authoritarian Calvinist

theocracy in Geneva.

Like their counterparts elsewhere,

nationalists in the United States nostalgi-

cally believe in a fabulous but fabricated

past. Imagining the nation’s present and

future thus involves imagining its past as

well. Immigrants, along with other mar-

ginalized and vulnerable groups, are scape-

goated in this past perfect pretense and

become the locus of all the ills of the present.

Demonization and scapegoating are not

a new feature of nationalism in the United

States. Its origins go as far back as the 17th

century persecution of Quakers, Jesuits, and

“witches” in Massachusetts. Frederick Clark-

son contends that this is linked to “an ani-

mating, underlying theme of the American

experience [which is] the struggle between

democratic and theocratic values.”22

Christian nationalist Jerry Falwell

invokes a past valuing “the traditional fam-

ily, rugged individualism, self-reliance,

honesty, God-fearing scripture-believing

reverence, a peace-loving but always ready-

for-war patriotism (‘don’t tread on me’), dis-

cipline, faith in the ordinary man,

prosperity, and a mission to the world to

show the better way,”23 and blames homo-

sexuals and feminists among others for

September 11th.

When racist White nationalism blends

with theocratic Christian nationalism, the

most zealous outcome is a theology called

Christian Identity. In this belief system

adherents anticipate a prophesied End

Times battle with their enemies—Jews,

Muslims, other non-believers and people of

color in general.

Such an apocalyptic vision of war

between the races is also found among sec-

ular nationalists in the United States.

Samuel Huntington’s grandiose “Clash of

Civilizations” theory, steeped in jingoism,

pits a monolithic West against virtually

everyone else. This attitude is mirrored in

George W. Bush’s ultimatum to the world

that every nation had a decision to make—

that they were either with the United States

or with the terrorists. September 11th has

ripped the seemingly genteel veils off the

faces of many secular nationalists. So, com-

mentator Ann Coulter harangues in the

National Review that the United States

“should invade their countries, kill their

leaders and convert them to Christianity.”24

As high-ranking an administration offi-

cial as Deputy Defense Secretary Paul 

Wolfowitz twists his tongue in a blunt

statement calling for simply “ending states”

that harbor terrorists.25 And Attorney-

General John Ashcroft demands powers to

indefinitely detain foreigners and immi-

grants based on his suspicions. Such vitri-

olic arguments as Huntington’s—along

with a U.S. foreign policy grounded in a

“national” interest premised on the empow-

erment of U.S. corporations and a small

wealthy elite—should demonstrate that
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the alleged demise of nationalism in our

globalized age is at best an unproven asser-

tion, and more likely a myth.

Exceptionalism
In the second instance, the belief in

America as the exceptional nation, without

whose leadership the world system cannot

function, is sacrosanct not only on the

Right but across the U.S. political spectrum.

For example, former Secretary of State

Madeline Albright once lectured on net-

work television that “if we have to use

force, it is because we are America. We are

the indispensable nation. We stand tall, and

we see further into the future.”26 It is this

belief that is manifested in the bullying role

of global economic, political, social, and

military policeman the United States has

assumed—regardless of which party is in

power in the White House—and is inex-

tricably coupled with its quest for power and

domination.

Even Nation columnist Christopher

Hitches, who accurately described the Tal-

iban and the Osama bin Laden network as

“theocratic fascists,” succumbed to the

allure of U.S. nationalist exceptionalism in

endorsing an aggressive and largely unilat-

eral military response by the United States.27

There are tens of thousands of people of

conscience across the United States who

strongly condemned the recent attack in

New York and oppose the U.S. war against

Afghanistan, and who are critical of U.S.

imperialism in general. Yet, they are sim-

plistically and easily portrayed and per-

ceived as antinational, and excluded from

the imagined community. When Nation
columnist Katha Pollitt wrote about a dis-

cussion with her daughter where she

explained why she would not be hanging a

flag from their door, she received a large vol-

ume of angry letters.28 Suppressing dissent

at home and repressing peoples abroad will

only have adverse implications for the sus-

taining of democracy in the United States.29

Conclusions

In the 225 years of the United States’ 

existence as a nation, the groups of peo-

ple excluded from the imagined community

have included among others, American

Indians, women, Blacks, Catholics, Irish,

Southern and Eastern Europeans, Latinos,

Jews, Asians, Arabs, Haitians, lesbians and

gays, and virtually throughout this time,

immigrants.

Recent demographic changes and eco-

nomic restructuring in the United States

have led to a rise in nativism and national-

ism fuelling anti-immigrant sentiment and

an attack on immigrants’ rights. This is a

pattern that has repeated itself consistently

through U.S. history, with each economic

downturn, societal change, wave of immi-

gration, and threat to national security

causing a backlash, and an attempt to

reimagine the community along more

restrictively homogenous lines. Although

nationalism in the United States professes

diversity as an ideal, it negates it in practice.

The messianic and exceptionalist manifes-

tations of U.S. nationalism justify treating

citizens of other nations as “less than”

Americans. Understanding the history and

process of nationalism in the United States,

and the ways in which it influences anti-

immigrant and anti-people of color senti-

ments is critical to building a more just,

open, and equal society at home and abroad.
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Nativism
Chip Berlet, Mitra Rastegar, 
and Pam Chamberlain

Introduction

Since the September 11th attacks, there 

has been a surge in nativist and anti-

immigrant sentiment as commentators on

the Right have called for increased vigi-

lance to root out the enemy within U.S. 

borders. They define the enemy as Muslims

and Arabs whose allegiances to Islam, to their

ethnic communities, and allegedly to their

nations of origin, are said to be a direct threat

to the United States and its citizens. Even

when acknowledging that a majority of

Muslims or Arabs are not seeking to subvert

or destabilize the United States, commen-

tators refer to a significant minority of

“Islamists” or militants who have seam-

lessly integrated themselves into that com-

munity. Daniel Pipes, Director of the Mid-

dle East Forum and frequent TV talk show

guest, says that this “Islamist” element of 10

to 15 percent of the total Muslim popula-

tion may seem “… peaceable in appearance,

but they all must be considered potential

killers.”1 Quoting Pipes, James Fulford, on

the White Nationalist forum VDARE.com,

proclaimed “That’s an army of about

750,000 already present in the US.” He also

cited a study alleging that most Muslim

immigrants and one-third of Muslim con-

verts felt greater allegiance to another coun-

try than to the United States.2

John Podhoretz in the New York Post and

Martin Peretz in the New Republic both

warned that the United States houses a

“fifth column,” hidden groups sympathetic

to outside threats, most likely of Middle

Easterners. As Peretz put it, “these killers are

not randomly distributed throughout the

population. They are disproportionately

located in certain religious and ethnic com-

munities.”3 Debbie Schlussel on the con-

servative website TownHall.com, spoke of

her home community in southeast Michi-

gan, which she (incorrectly) says has the

largest concentration of Arabs outside the

Middle East, as “Ground Zero for those who

aid and abet the perpetrators.”4 She also said

that leaders within the Arab and Muslim

American communities have stood up for

known terrorists by opposing the use of

secret evidence and racial profiling.

This heightened scrutiny of the loyalties

and allegiances of Middle Eastern and

South Asian Americans has corresponded

to an increase in hate crimes and racial

profiling against these and other groups.

Hate crimes have been reported in over

thirty states all over the country, against peo-

ple who are Muslim, Sikh, Hindu, Arab,

Pakistani, Afghan, Indian, Iranian, Turkish,

Greek, Latino and Native American. In a
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New York parking lot a man tried to run

over a Pakistani woman and threatened to

kill her for “destroying my country.” In Cal-

ifornia, a Yemeni shopkeeper was shot and

killed after receiving threatening phone

calls and notes. A Creek Native American

woman in Tulsa was told by a group of

White men to “Go back to your own coun-

try!”5 before she was run over by their car

and killed. In at least seven separate inci-

dents, Arab American and Muslim pas-

sengers who had passed

security checks were

forced off their flights

because of the discom-

fort of other passen-

gers.6 Mosques, Hindu

and Sikh temples have

been vandalized, shot

at, picketed a n d

b o m b e d . Mosques,

especial ly,  have

received volumes of

threatening phone

calls, leading many 

to cancel classes and

other programs.7

While the main-

stream press has

increasingly acknowl-

edged that most Mus-

lims or Arabs do not

the fit the common stereotypes about them,

public awareness of the cultures and peo-

ples of North Africa, the Middle East,

South Asia and other predominantly Mus-

lim regions is very limited. Most popular

media images of Middle Easterners, for

example in Hollywood’s The Siege and True
Lies, have shown individuals whose fanat-

ical devotion to Islam or hatred of the West

and modernity leads them to violence. The

press rarely covers the cultural events and

religious observances of these communities,

or provides a meaningful context for their

varied and complex political and social

views. There has also been a conflation of

all dark-skinned people, as is evidenced by

attacks on people who are not of Middle

Eastern descent, that shows how brown 

skin and “Middle Eastern/South Asian”

features has been equated with foreignness

and untrustworthiness.

The recent rise in suspicion of people

from the Middle East and South Asia is not

an aberration within the context of U.S. 

history. In fact, this country has a long his-

tory of distrust, persecution and exclusion

of those seen as having foreign ties and ques-

tionable allegiances. Major social move-

ments have been based on the belief that

certain ethnic, racial or political groups

are by definition disloyal. These move-

ments are commonly described as nativist.

What is Nativism?

Nativism, combining xenophobia, or a

fear of outsiders, with chauvinistic

nationalism [see article on nationalism], or

a belief in the superiority of one’s homeland,

is a potent ideology that has found roots in

various societies around the globe. In

nativism, the xenophobia appears as a fear

of or disdain for people or ideas that are seen

as foreign, strange, or subversive, though not

all foreign-born are targeted. This finds

expression in a form of nationalism that

doubts the suitability for citizenship (or

even residency) of those suspected of being

unable or unwilling to function as loyal and

patriotic citizens. 

In the United States, the term nativism

was first used to describe several political and

social movements that flourished between

1830 and 1925. When it emerged in the

19th century, nativism marshaled a backlash

against newly arrived immigrants who did

not fit the mold of the “ideal” citizen or

“real” American, which was essentially

someone who was White (Anglo-Saxon)

and Protestant. Nativism, however, is not

simply the dislike of immigrants but an

“intense opposition to

an internal minority

on the ground of 

its foreign (i.e., 

‘un–American’) con-

nection.”8 Thus, “real”

Americans must pro-

tect the nation from

these “alien” intruders.

The nativist litmus test

can use race, country of

origin, religion, lan-

guage, loyalty to for-

eign regimes, or

dissident political 

philosophy. Popular

Protestant bigotry

toward Catholics and

other religious tradi-

tions simultaneously

integrated with and

inspired nativism, especially through 

some interpretations of Protestant 

Fundamentalism.

While nativism as a major mass move-

ment collapsed in the late 1920s, it con-

tinues to flourish both thematically and in

small subcultures. Anti-immigrant and

“English-Only” groups that gained popu-

larity in the 1990s represented a revival of

nativist sentiments, though many shied

away from the most baldly chauvinist

rhetoric that characterized the earlier move-

ments. These anti-immigrant groups have

had significant successes but it is debatable

whether they have achieved the same

national status as earlier nativist move-

ments. Whenever Protestant Evangelicals

call for the defense of a Christian nation

under attack, there are echoes of nativism.
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A racial-nationalist form of nativism resides

in the contemporary Extreme Right, includ-

ing various Ku Klux Klan units and 

neo-nazi groups such as Aryan Nations,

The World Church of the Creator, and the

National Alliance.

Forms of Early U.S. Nativism

American nativism emerged as three

varieties, each with roots planted before

the Civil War: anti–Catholicism, antiradi-

calism, and Anglo–Saxon racialism.

Various strains of Protestantism

have embraced one or more of

these tendencies at points in 

their history.

Anti-Catholicism
Richard Hofstader called early

American anti–Catholicism “the

pornography of the Puritan.”10

Early Protestant settlers saw a

“great war going on in the West-

ern world between political reac-

tion and [Catholic orthodoxy] on

one side and political and reli-

gious liberties on the other;” while

a common view was that “Amer-

ica was a bastion of freedom, and

hence an inevitable target for popes

and despots.”11 Similar rhetoric

after September 11 claims the

United States was attacked for its

belief in freedom. 

Scholars have documented that

many colonies passed laws restrict-

ing the rights of Catholics. By the

end of the American Revolution,

“seven states, Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, New Jersey, Connecticut,

North Carolina, South Carolina and Geor-

gia insisted on Protestant office holders

and other states inflicted additional liabil-

ities on Catholics in their constitutions.”12

In the opinion of many Protestant

nativists, “Catholic traditions continued to

look dangerously un-American partly

because they did not harmonize easily with

the concept of individual freedom imbed-

ded in the national culture.”13 The author-

itarian hierarchy of Catholicism also seemed

wedded to feudal or monarchical govern-

ments of Europe. The influx of Catholic

immigration in the 1800’s exacerbated

this conflict.

In the mid-to-late nineteenth century, as

the idea of centralized and standardized

public education gained favor among pro-

gressive reformers, many people who held

conservative religious values felt threat-

ened. One response was the expansion of

a system of Catholic parochial educational

institutions, which themselves generated

Protestant suspicion and occasionally

prompted physical attacks. The most noto-

rious attack was the 1834 burning of the

Ursuline convent in Charlestown, Massa-

chusetts. The incident was part of a wave

of anti-Catholic bigotry pushed by a pop-

ular press that generated lurid (and false)

claims of rape, abduction, sexual sadism,

and murder inside the walls of Catholic

institutions.14

Anti-Radicalism
A longstanding fear that subversive

radicals were conspiring to undermine

the nation posed a special problem for

U.S. nativism because it had to overcome

the positive image of the American Revo-

lution where colonial patriots were pic-

tured as heroes for overthrowing the

tyrannical rule of a European power.

How could contemporary radicals be

denounced for being revolutionaries?

Anti–elitist European radicals

were cleverly portrayed as anar-

chist and socialist rabble-rousers

threatening the stable republi-

can form of government created

by colonial Patriots. As John

Higham explained, a “persistent

contrast between a generally

hopeful psychology of mobility

in America and the more des-

perate politics born in class–rid-

den Europe has fostered the

belief that violent and sweeping

opposition to the status quo is

characteristically European and

profoundly un-American.”15

Anglo–Saxon Racialism
Those who believed in Anglo-

Saxon racialism argued that supe-

rior “White” racial stock birthed

the people responsible for all the

major advances of Western cul-

ture; and conversely that inferior

racial types were diluting superior

bloodlines and harming the future

of civilization. In the 1800s, unlike

today, someone who was Irish,

Italian, or Polish was not considered

“White.” Racialism moved from diffuse

ideas of ethnic pride and a homogenous

national character in the late 1700s to a

pseudoscientific theory of supremacy that

predominated in the late 1800s.16 

In this period, the idea of scientific

racism was not only popular but was also

taught in biology and genetics courses at

major universities. When parents hoped

their children married someone “with the

proper breeding” they meant that in the lit-
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eral, genetic sense. A nativist

“eugenics” movement

encouraged people with

“good” genes to procreate,

while those with “bad”

genes were targeted for 

programs discouraging 

“dysgenic” reproduction.

Sometimes this included

forced sterilization.17

Nativism: Early
Roots and Branches

The roo t s  o f  U .S .

nativism can be traced

to the 1790s and fears of

subversion in the early days

of independence. Many

Irish-Americans supported

the Irish insurrection of

1798, especially since some

were themselves refugees

from the struggle. The 

Federalists, especially John Adams, com-

bined anti-Catholicism and antiradicalism

(with the encouragement of English diplo-

mats), to argue “that the presence of such

Irish enthusiasts was a menace to fledgling

American institutions and American 

liberty. In [the same] year of the actual

rebellion in Ireland, Adams secured the

passage of the Alien and Sedition acts.”18

When the anti-Federalist (and prorebel-

lion) Thomas Jefferson became President,

these acts fell into disfavor. Yet even Jeffer-

son at one point suggested barring citizen-

ship from any man “who took a title or gift

from European powers.”19

In the late 1790s the Rev. Jedidiah Morse

fueled a brief hysteria over a feared plot by

members of Masonic lodges to launch a rev-

olutionary attack on church, state, and the

status quo. In the 1820s antimasonry

emerged again when nativists in this period

worried that the government was con-

trolled by pro-Masonic secret elites. 

A widespread anti-immigrant backlash

fueled nativism during much of the nine-

teenth century. While we often think of the

great waves of immigration taking place at

the end of the nineteenth century, the U.S.

population was expanding quickly between

the 1820s and 1860s. At the same time the

birthplace and residence of people in the

United States was changing. For instance,

people living in urban areas more than

doubled to about 20 percent. New York City

alone saw close to a 750 percent increase in

residents as over 3.5 million immigrants

arrived at its docks. A large number of

these immigrants were Irish Catholics, with

a smaller yet substantial number of Ger-

mans, many of whom were also Catholic. 

While some immigrants remained on the

East Coast, others moved on to cities such

as Chicago, which grew from a prairie out-

post to a city of over 100,000. Dale T.

Knoebel observes that “The foreign-born

in Philadelphia increased from 2 percent of

the total population in 1830 to 20 percent

at midcentury….[and by] the end of the

1850s, California’s population was nearly

40 percent foreign-born, and immigrants

constituted 35 percent of the populations

of Wisconsin and Minnesota.”20

In the mid 1830s distrust of immigrant

foreigners was so intense that native born

Protestant political activists in New York

formed the New York Native Democratic

Association. Their primary targets were

Irish Catholic immigrants. In New England,

Samuel F. B. Morse (the son of Jedidiah)

warned that the “evil of immigration brings

to these shores illiterate Roman Catholics,

the tools of reckless and unprincipled politi-

cians, the obedient instruments of their

more knowing priestly leaders.”21

Another wave of nativism crested in the

mid 1850s with the appearance of the

Order of the Star Spangled Banner known

popularly as the “Know Nothings” because

the secretive group told its members to say

they “knew nothing” about the organiza-

tion.22 From its base in New York State the

group eventually recruited hundreds of

thousands of members nationwide. In 1854

candidates backed by the Know Nothings

took control of the Massachusetts state

legislature, captured all Massachusetts seats

for the U.S. House of Representatives, and

sat in the Governor’s chair. The Know

Nothings’ appeal was based on their abil-

ity to name immigration as the single cause

of the structural changes in industry that

were making skilled positions obsolete.23 

The Know Nothing movement col-

lapsed as quickly as it had emerged, and by
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1857 was rapidly disappearing from the

national political scene. Nativism retreated

but did not vanish. After the Civil War,

nativist themes were woven into the 

“middle-class reform movements” of the 

late 1800s, and “crusaders for temperance

and for women’s rights assailed the immi-

grant’s subversive, European attitudes on

these problems.”24

The passage of the 1882 Chinese Exclu-

sion Act resulted from nativist organizing.

Chinese immigrants were also targets of vio-

lence from the West Coast to the Rocky

Mountain States. Antipathy toward Chi-

nese, Japanese, and Indian immigrants

flourished nationwide well into the first

decade of the 20th century.

The threat of Bolshevism and anarchism

emerged as a major nativist issue after

World War I. Beginning in late 1919, the

Palmer Raids, a series of arrests and depor-

tations by the federal government that tar-

geted Russian and Italian immigrants, were

justified as needed to block anti-American

plots. This countersubversion hysteria was

often racialized, with deportation ships

carrying immigrants and their “alien” ideas

back to Italy and Russia. The trial and exe-

cution of Sacco and Vanzetti, two anarchist

immigrants in Brockton, Massachusetts,

took place at the height of this wave of

nativism. The 1924 National Origins Act

set immigration quotas favoring Northern

Europeans over people from Southern

Europe, Asia, and Africa. At the same time,

a nativist “Americanization” campaign

sought to teach the remaining immigrants

the proper character traits for true citizenship.

The popularity of Americanization

helped reinvigorate the Ku Klux Klan,

which in the 1920s attracted somewhere

between 2 to 5 million members. KKK 

supporters captured political control of

Indiana, and influenced state politics

nationwide. The Klan’s “attacks on

Catholics and foreigners and the vows to

protect imperiled American women” tied

it to earlier nativist movements.25

Contemporary Nativism

Sara Diamond notes that a key feature of

the “American Right of the Depression

era was...the strident racism and anti-

Semitism of its large, mass-based organiza-

tions.”26 Large movements were led by

charismatic demagogues such as Father

Charles E. Coughlin, William Dudley 

Palley, Gerald Winrod, and Gerald L. K.

Smith. They peddled a blend of nativism,

populism, anticommunism, antisemitism,

and conspiracy theories. Coughlin’s

significance includes building his social

movement through radio broadcasts, and

mobilizing previously scapegoated Catholics

as participants—a reversal Bennett calls

“inverted nativism.”27

World War II saw a wave of nativism

directed against Japanese Americans, most

vividly manifested in the internment of

127,000 Japanese Americans, both U.S.-

born citizens and immigrants legally barred

from naturalization. Lieutenant General

John L. DeWitt, who was in charge of

West Coast defense during the war, testified

before a congressional committee, “A Jap’s

a Jap. They are a dangerous element….

There is no way to determine their loyalty.

… It makes no difference whether he is an

American citizen…”28 The road had been

paved by the American Legion which had

been warning the public of a “Japanese

menace” for years preceding the war.

After WWII, the distaste for European

Fascism and Nazism made it difficult for

nativist activists to build a mass base,

although the McCarthy period Red Scare

contained elements of nativist counter-

subversion. White anti-integration groups

in the 1960s, such as the Citizens’ Coun-

cils, revived nativist themes in attacking the

civil rights movement, and KKK terror

had murderous consequences. Yet no

national nativist movement emerged, civil

rights legislation was passed by Congress,

and the 1965 Immigration Act ended the

discriminatory quota system installed in

1924. Ironically, it was this legislation that

fueled the modern anti-immigrant move-

ment. Reviled by anti-immigrant groups,

this Act made family reunification the pri-

mary rationale for admitting immigrants,

resulting in many more newcomers of color. 

Joe R. Feagin describes how nativism

exerts continuing influence:

Nativism has waxed and waned over
the course of U.S. history, but it remains
an important perspective that many native-
born Americans use to construct and inter-
pret hard economic times. Certain essential
components of nativism remain more or less
constant: the accent on the racial or cul-
tural inferiority of immigrants, the prob-
lematizing of assimilation of immigrants,
the idea that immigrants are a serious
threat to the U.S. economy, and the notion
that immigrants are responsible for gov-
ernment crises.29

Others argue that cultural or social stress

can also trigger nativist fears in addition to

real or anticipated economic hardship.

The 1990s saw a renewal of the biolog-

ical determinist claim that genetic racial dif-

ferences accounted for social and economic

inequalities. The Bell Curve, by Richard J.

Herrnstein and Charles Murray, suggested

that Blacks and Latinos were genetically

inferior, and that therefore most affirmative

action programs and government social

welfare programs were doomed to failure.30

Books such as Measured Lies: The Bell Curve
Examined, refuted these claims,31 but racist

arguments remained the subtext for many

policy debates over street crime, welfare, and

immigration, as well as political campaigns

by David Duke and Patrick Buchanan.

Anti-immigrant organizing garnered

national headlines with the passage of Cal-

ifornia’s Proposition 187 in 1994. Provisions

included barring undocumented immi-

grants from attending public schools or col-

leges; denying them medical treatment

(with a few exceptions) at hospitals or other

institutions receiving tax dollars; and forc-

ing teachers, medical staff, and social work-

ers to inform state and federal agencies of

suspected illegal status. Voters in Alabama,

Arizona, California, Colorado, and Florida

passed popular initiatives and referenda

promoting English as the only proper lan-

guage for education, documents, or signage.
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September 11, 2001

As we have already seen, many com-

mentators have perpetuated nativist

fears of people of Middle Eastern and 

South Asian descent because of what is 

presented as their conflicting allegiances to

“un-American” forces, most prominently

Islam. Whether presented as passively com-

plicit in terrorism or as a functional “fifth col-

umn,” the message is that these communities

are harboring traitors. Clearly, these senti-

ments have their roots in a long history of

suspicion and animosity towards those seen

as foreign, an entity that has changed forms

but continues to have some consistent fea-

tures. One of these is that the group under

suspicion must overcome great obstacles to

be seen as patriotic or trustworthy. Calls to

the Muslim and Arab communities to more

forcefully denounce terrorism, or to reclaim

Islam from those who have perverted it,

imply that failure to do so indicates support

for the attacks. Despite the Bush adminis-

tration’s continued symbolic (and impor-

tant) attempts to show solidarity with select

Muslim communities, the long-standing

demonization of Islam and of Middle 

Eastern and South Asian cultures in general

has continued.

The anti-immigrant movement which

was already expressing horror at what they

described as the “alien invasion” threaten-

ing the culture, language, economy, natural

resources and, most importantly, sover-

eignty of the country, found its opening into

the national conversation following 

September 11th. Their portrayal of recent

immigrants as threatening on multiple 

levels could now find its expression in a very

concrete and horrifying event. Many of

these groups implied that if their proposed

immigration policies had been adopted,

then the attacks might have been averted.

Dan Stein of Federation for American

Immigration Reform said, “The nation’s

defense against terrorism has been seri-

ously eroded by the efforts of open-borders

advocates, and the innocent victims of

today’s terrorist attacks have paid the

price.”32 Mark Krikorian and Steven

Camarota of the Center for Immigration

Studies (CIS) said, “a broken immigration

system almost certainly is partly to blame.”33

Negative Population Growth (NPG) called

the attack “a wake-up call to the fact that

the U.S. lacks meaningful immigration

controls.”34 Glen Spencer of the small but

outspoken California group, Voices of Cit-

izens Together, put out emails calling on

supporters to contact their elected officials

and demand that all non-citizens leave the

country immediately.35 Nowhere in this 

barrage of scapegoating was an acknow-

ledgement that substantial numbers of 

people killed in New York were themselves

immigrants and people of color.

While some of the more mainstream

anti-immigrant groups have joined the

Bush administration in denouncing those

who blame immigrants specifically (CIS

said, “we must be careful not to seek scape-

goats among the foreigners who live among

us”36), they have also contributed a nativist

tone to the current political discussion.

For them, scapegoating immigrants is an

acceptable response to virtually every social,

economic and environmental problem,

including attacks from abroad. Whether

they are criticizing the immigration policy

or the immigrants themselves, the goals of

these groups are the same: to keep immi-

grants, 85 percent of whom are people of

color, out of the United States. Only then

will they feel that the nation can be safe from

harmful influences that exist within our bor-

ders and are inevitably linked to the exter-

nal forces that threaten the country. The real

threat, however, is that nativism’s basic

beliefs obstruct a vision of democracy for

this country that attempts to embrace all

people. Looking at the history, organiza-

tional structure and the relative success

that past nativist movements have had in

institutionalizing restrictionist attitudes

can help us understand the current cycle of

nativism and its potential harm.
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Terminology:
Use with Caution
Chip Berlet

Since the attacks of 9/11, writers and

commentators have had problems in

finding accurate language to describe com-

plicated and unfamiliar phenomena while

remaining sensitive to issues of prejudice.

Terms such as Islamist, radical Islamic fun-

damentalist and clerical fascists entered

public discussion. We hope this article will

help sort out some of the confusing and

problematic terminology that abounds.

For instance, scholars and foreign pol-

icy analysts have used the terms “Islamist”

and “Islamicist” for years to refer to a spe-

cific form of contemporary Islamic funda-

mentalism. As these terms began to appear

in popular discussions following 9/11 their

use and meaning shifted. Some commen-

tators began to use the terms in an overly

broad manner to refer to all forms of Islamic

fundamentalism or traditionalism, mili-

tant political activism by Muslims, or ter-

rorism by Muslims. 

You can see the language problem in

terms of relative usage. If “Islamicism” is

Muslim fanaticism, then is “Judaism” thus

Jewish fanaticism? An “ism” is just a belief

structure. In the context of rising anti-

Muslim and anti-Arab attacks, the popu-

lar use of the terms “Islamist” and

“Islamicist” can inadvertently fuel bigoted

attitudes. A more acceptable term would be

“Islamic supremacist.”

Some high profile conservative com-

mentators such as Steven Emerson and

Daniel Pipes are using the terms while

stepping over the line into anti-Muslim

stereotyping. Both have a history of this type

of Islamophobia. For some conservatives the

problem is framing the issue as a clash of 

civilizations that promotes anti-Arab prej-

udice, called Arabophopia. And predictably,

antisemitic conspiracy theories zapped

across the Internet. Being an observant

Muslim or even a “fundamentalist” Mus-

lim who resents U.S. foreign policy actions

in the Middle East and South Asia does not

mean that one automatically supports

theocracy, violence, or terrorism.

Terrorism is accurately defined as using

force or the threat of force against civilians

to advance a political objective. Using this

definition, terrorism can be carried out by

individuals, groups, or states. It can be a

methodology used by the weak against the

powerful, or the powerful against the weak.

These complexities have been largely erased

in media representations of the al Qaeda net-

work. Terrorism is not militant non-violent

civil disobedience, despite what is sug-

gested in recent FBI reports about anti-glob-

alization and environmentalist groups. And

forces seeking the erosion of civil liberties

are fanning fears of terrorism to soften

their blow.

There is much confusion and disagree-

ment surrounding the use of the term fun-

damentalism, to the point of even

questioning its use to describe movements

outside of Christianity. The original use of

the term fundamentalism referred to a pop-

ulist protest movement that arose in the

early 20th century. It was a reaction against

mainline Protestant denominations in the

United States such as the Presbyterians and

Baptists, and to a lesser extent Methodists,

Episcopalians, and others. Leaders of these

major denominations were accused of 

selling out the Protestant faith by forging

a compromise with the ideas of the Enlight-

enment and modernism. In the early 1900s

conservative critics of this leadership devel-

oped voluminous lists of what they con-

sidered the fundamental beliefs required 

for people to consider themselves Christ-

ian—thus the term fundamentalism.

Anthony F.C. Wallace says similar revital-

ization movements exist across many spir-

itual and religious traditions.1 But not all
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revitalization movements even within Chris-

tianity are fundamentalist.

The term fundamentalism is now used

to describe similar but not identical religious

revitalization movements in other religious

traditions, including Islam, Judaism, Hin-

duism, and Buddhism. Fundamentalism is

often confused with orthodoxy and tradi-

tionalism. Fundamentalists claim to be

restoring the “true” religion by returning to

“traditional” beliefs and enforcing orthodox

beliefs—the set of theological doctrines

approved of as sound and correct by a

faith’s religious leaders. In fact, while fun-

damentalist movements claim to be restor-

ing tradition and orthodoxy, they actually

create a new version of an existing religion

based on a mythic and romanticized past.

This thesis was a central argument in Karen

Armstrong’s The Battle for God, a compar-

ative study of fundamentalism in Chris-

tianity, Islam, and Judaism.2

So, while fundamentalism is a reaction

against the Enlightenment and modernity,

it is ironically a distinctly modern phe-

nomenon. Jamal Malik, who studies Mus-

lim identity, explains that with Islamic

fundamentalism “Islamic tradition is mod-

ernized, since the imagined Islamic society

is to compete and correspond with West-

ern achievements. This would only be pos-

sible in a centralized Islamic state over

which they would wield control as the

agents of God’s sovereignty on earth….”3

This explanation of Islamic fundamen-

talism describes a form of theocracy—a sys-

tem where the only appropriate political

leaders are persons who see themselves as

devoted to carrying out the will of God as

interpreted by a common religion. Some

scholars, however, argue that not all forms

of fundamentalism are necessarily theo-

cratic, at least in practice. In the most

extreme case, however, theocratic Islamic

fundamentalism could potentially be a

form of neofascism.

Even in progressive publications, the

terms theocratic fascism or clerical fascism

were used not only to describe the Taliban

and the al Qaeda networks, but also the gov-

ernment of Saudi Arabia and even all mil-

itant fundamentalist Muslims. This is an

overly broad usage.

Fascism is an especially virulent form of

extreme right populism. Fascism glorifies

national, racial, or cultural unity and col-

lective rebirth while seeking to purge imag-

ined enemies. It attacks both revolutionary

movements and liberal pluralism in favor

of militarized, totalitarian mass politics.

Fascism first crystallized in Europe in

response to the Bolshevik Revolution and

the devastation of World War I, and then

spread to other parts of the world. Between

the two world wars, there were three forms

of fascism: Italian economic corporatism;
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German racial nationalist Nazism;

and clerical fascist movements such as

the Romanian Iron Guard and the

Croatian Ustashi. Since WWII, neo-

fascists have reinterpreted fascist ide-

ology and strategy in various ways to

fit new circumstances.

Roger Griffin, an influential scholar

of generic fascism, argues that “fascism

is best defined as a revolutionary form

of nationalism, one that sets out to be

a political, social and ethical revolu-

tion, welding the ‘people’ into a

dynamic national community under

new elites infused with heroic val-

ues. The core myth that inspires this

project is that only a populist, trans-

class movement of purifying, cathar-

tic national rebirth (palingenesis) can

stem the tide of decadence.” 

There are other common compo-

nents of fascism, including an exclu-

sionary form of ethnonationalism

that narrowly defines who the real “people”

or Volk are; the idea of the primary impor-

tance of the homogenous whole (Integral-

ism); and the diminution of the importance

of the individual in a society ruled by lead-

ers who metaphysically represent the will of

the people (Organicism). These factors

create a drive for totalitarian control in

fascist movements and states. Totalitarian

movements and governments insist on

intruding into and controlling every aspect

of a person’s life—public or private—polit-

ical, social, or cultural. Totalitarianism is a

term that still has analytical value despite

its frequent misuse to bash the Left. Most

notorious was Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, U.S.

Ambassador to the United Nations, 1981-

1985, who promulgated a theory that com-

munist governments were totalitarian and

could never be reformed, but brutal right-

wing dictatorships were merely authori-

tarian and thus could be reformed through

alliances with the United States. While this

misrepresented the work of Hannah Arendt

in her definitive book The Origins of Total-
itarianism, it also suffered from a certain lack

of historical accuracy when communism 

collapsed in Europe.5

Clerical fascism is the least studied form

of fascism. We can see examples of clerical

fascism in the contemporary United States.

Aryan Nations is a U.S. fascist movement

built around the theology of Christian

Identity. Aryan Nations—plural—wants to

establish many racially-pure “Aryan” nations

around the world. It is nationalist in desire

and yet internationalist in scope. Some of

its followers have engaged in violence and

terrorism. Karen Armstrong refers to Chris-

tian Identity as fascist, and sees a potential

for fascism in Christian Reconstructionism.

As Armstrong observes, the system of

dominion envisaged by Christian Recon-

structionist theologians R. J. Rushdoony

and Gary North “is totalitarian. There is no

room for any other view or policy, no

democratic tolerance for rival parties, no

individual freedom.”6

The Protestant reformation did not start

out by spreading an Enlightenment critique

including the idea of liberty. One early

form resulted in theocratic Calvinism and

the uptight Puritans. The effort to find a

compromise with the Enlightenment and

modernity came later and generated the

U.S. Christian fundamentalist movement.

The Christian Right Reconstruc-

tionist movement and Extreme Right

Christian Identity movement are

attempts to reform a Protestantism

that already was the result of a previ-

ous process of reformation of Catholi-

cism started by Martin Luther. This

repeated process is common. Some-

thing similar is happening within

Islam.

In Islam there was a series of refor-

mations in the 1700s, similar to Mar-

tin Luther’s reformation of

Catholicism into Protestantism, but

the decentralized nature of Islam was

an issue, and there were several sep-

arate reform movements. One was led

by Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab

(1703-92), that became the Wah-

habi movement—the theology

behind the Saudi government.

Think of the Wahhabist Saudi gov-

ernment as similar to the theocratic

government created by John Calvin in

Geneva. Both are based on the idea of the

sovereignty of God administered by right-

eous men.

Now there is a second reformation  going

on within Islam that is more global—

theocratic Islamic fundamentalism. It has

its roots in the theological/political theories

of Abul Ala Mawdudi (1903-79) and Sayyid

Qutb (1906-66). The result is a form of

Islamic fundamentalism that is very repres-

sive. Mawdudi argued that his ideal Islamic

State “would be totalitarian, because it sub-

jected everything to the rule of God…”

notes Armstrong.7 In the most extreme

case, this type of social totalitarianism based

on theology has been called a new form of

clerical fascism—similar to WWII Euro-

pean clerical fascist movements such as the

Romanian Iron Guard and the Croatian

Ustashi. This is a disputed view.

Although the concept of clerical fas-

cism is used widely in analyzing certain

forms of fascism, is it fair to apply it to cer-

tain forms of theocratic Islamic funda-

mentalism? Armstrong mentions there 

are some similarities worth noting.8 Walter

Laqueur discusses its usefulness as a concept
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The attacks on 9/11 generated

nightmarish apocalyptic images.

But the themes of apocalyptic

demonization and conspiracist

scapegoating go deeper than the

horrific images. According to

Gershom Gorenberg, fundamentalist

groups within Christianity, Judaism,

and Islam all have apocalyptic 

stories about heroic battle…



at length in Fascism: Past, Present, Future.9

A number of academics, however, disagree

with the use of the term fascism in this con-

text. Roger Griffin believes it stretches the

term fascist too far to apply the term ‘fas-

cism’ to “so-called fundamentalist or ter-

roristic forms of traditional religion (i.e.

scripture or sacred text based with a strong

sense of orthodoxy or orthodoxies rooted

in traditional institutions and teachings).”

He does, however, concede that the United

States has seen the emergence of hybrids of

political religion and fascism in such phe-

nomena as the Nation of Islam and Chris-

tian Identity, and that bin Laden’s al Qaeda

network may represent such a hybrid. He

is unhappy with the term ‘clerical fascism,’

though, since he says that “in this case we

are rather dealing with a variety of ‘fascis-

tized clericalism.”10

In any case, the Taliban and Osama bin

Laden’s al Qaeda networks are revolution-

ary right-wing populists seeking to over-

throw existing Muslim states. They not

only want to rid all Muslim nations of the

evils of secularism, humanism, and West-

ern influence, but also seek to restore a “true”

Islamic theocracy based on a militant fun-

damentalist version of Wahhabism. Saudi

Arabia is an example of a repressive and reac-

tionary orthodox Islamic theocracy, but it

is not technically fascist. The point is not

to be an apologist for the Saudi regime, but

to suggest that theocratic Islamic funda-

mentalist totalitarianism would be worse

than the already repressive Saudi oligarchy.

At PRA we feel the term clerical fascism

can be defended for use in public discussions

and when applied specifically to the Taliban

and Osama bin Laden’s al Qaeda networks.

However some caution is required. The

term fascism is often overused, and currently

some use it in a propagandistic way. There-

fore we feel progressives should only use the

term clerical fascism where: it is not a jus-

tification for excessive and aggressive mil-

itarism; does not demonize or scapegoat

Arabs and Muslims; and is differentiated

from inaccurate and sweeping misuse.

The attacks on 9/11 generated night-

marish apocalyptic images. But the themes

of apocalyptic demonization and conspir-

acist scapegoating go deeper than the hor-

rific images. According to Gershom

Gorenberg, fundamentalist groups within

Christianity, Judaism, and Islam all have

apocalyptic stories about heroic battles

with evil before some expected messianic

event—all of which involve the Temple

Mount in Jerusalem.11 Apocalypticism is the

belief in an approaching confrontation,

cataclysmic event, or transformation of

epochal proportions, about which a select

few have forewarning so they can make

appropriate preparations. One version of

apocalyptic beliefs involves the idea of a final

showdown struggle between absolute good

and absolute evil. Apocalypticism can fuel

a sense that time is running out, resulting

in violent confrontations or acts of terror-

ism. People or groups that are demonized

in apocalyptic visions are easy to scapegoat.

Demonization is portraying a person or

group as totally malevolent, sinful, or evil—

perhaps even in league with Satan. Demo-

nization involves marginalization (using

propaganda and prejudice to set people

outside the circle of wholesome main-

stream society) and dehumanization (neg-

atively labeling the targeted persons so they

become perceived more as objects than as

real people).

Scapegoating is blaming a person or

group wrongfully for some problem. Scape-

goating deflects people’s anger and griev-

ances away from the real causes of a social

problem onto a target group demonized as

malevolent wrongdoers. The problems

being reacted to may be real or imaginary,

the grievances legitimate or illegitimate, and

members of the targeted group may be

wholly innocent or partly culpable. In all

these cases the scapegoats are stereotyped as

all sharing the same negative trait or are 

singled out for blame in an unfair and

hyperbolic manner.

Conspiracism is a narrative form of

scapegoating that portrays the enemy as

part of a vast insidious plot against the com-

mon good. Conspiracism assigns tiny

cabals of evildoers a superhuman power to

control events, frames social conflict as part

of a transcendent struggle between Good

and Evil, (called dualism or Manichaeism)

and makes leaps of logic, such as guilt by

association, in analyzing evidence. Con-

spiracism sees secret plots by tiny cabals of

evildoers as the major motor powering

important historical events. Armstrong

argues that with “most extreme types of 

fundamentalists, members see conspiracy

everywhere and cultivate a theology of rage

and resentment.”12

In most struggles over power and priv-

ilege, the processes of demonization, scape-

goating, conspiracism, and the use of an

apocalyptic style are present in some form

in all the individuals, groups, or govern-

ments involved. Philosopher René Girard

calls this mimetic scapegoating.13 We need

to examine our complicity in these processes

both as individuals and as a nation.
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ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
RESOURCES 

The American Arab 
Anti-Discrimination Committee
http://www.adc.org – 4201 Connecticut Ave
NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC, 20008,
202/244-2990

–Anti-Arab Hate Crimes and Discrimina-
tion, 1998-2000 (Washington, DC: ADC,
2001). 77 page report on assaults and
threats, hate speech, employment discrim-
ination, civil liberties issues, educational
bias, cultural stereotypes in the media,
political bias in the news, and other
defamation and bigotry. (Available from
ADC, $10.00 for shipping and handling).

–ADC Hate Crime Reports during the
Gulf War and after the Oklahoma City
bombing. (Available from ADC, $3.00
each)

–Suha Sabbagh, Sex, Lies and Stereotypes: 
The Image of Arabs in American Popular 
Fiction (ADC, 1990). 57 pages. (Available
from ADC, $3.00)

–Other resources from ADC, including 
legal guides, information on immigration
law, and resources for teachers, are listed at
http://www.adc.org/education/adcpub.ht
m Additionally, the ADC website includes
forms for reporting airport profiling
and/or hate crimes, and information on
“New Challenges to Arab American Civil
Liberties.”

The Arab American Institute
1600 K Street, Suite 601, Washington, DC,
20006. 202/429-9210,
http://www.aaiusa.org/Tragedy 

Has available a resource packet for 
educators, including information on anti-
Arab stereotypes and racism. Some portions
are available online in PDF format.

Toll-free hotlines to report hate
crimes, discrimination and harass-
ment in the wake of September 11,
established by the US Commission
on Civil Rights
http://www.usccr.gov 

866/768-7227 and 800/552-6843

Asian American Legal Defense & 
Education Fund
99 Hudson Street, 12th Floor, New York, NY,
10013, 212/966-5932
http://www.aaldef.org

The Council on American-Islamic
Relations
453 New Jersey Ave SE, Washington, DC,
20003, 202/488-8787
http://www.cair-net.org

Is conducting a survey of passenger 
profiling in airports since September 11th.

The Sikh Coalition
http://www.sikhcoalition.org/default.asp

Has information on discrimination and
attacks against Sikhs, including an updated 
list of hate crimes and a place to report hate
crimes or incidents of discrimination.

The Detroit Free Press has published
online 100 Questions and Answers
about Arab Americans: A Journalist’s
Guide
http://www.freep.com/jobspage/arabs.htm

Edward Said, Covering Islam: How
the Media and the Experts Determine
How We See the Rest of the World.
1996. 

From the Iranian hostage crisis through
the Gulf War and the bombing of the World
Trade Center, the American news media have
portrayed “Islam” as a monolithic entity, syn-
onymous with terrorism and religious hyste-
ria. In this classic work, now updated, the
author of Culture and Imperialism reveals the
hidden agendas and distortions of fact that
underlie even the most “objective” coverage of
the Islamic world. (Description from ADC)

Tolerance.org
http://www.tolerance.org 

The mission of Tolerance.org is to create 
a national community committed to human
rights. Its goal is to awaken people of all ages
to the problem of hate and intolerance, to
equip them with the best tolerance ideas 
and to prompt them to act in their homes,
schools, businesses and communities. 
Tolerance.org is a Web project of the South-
ern Poverty Law Center, a national nonprofit
civil rights organization that promotes toler-
ance and diversity and combats hate and dis-
crimination through education, investigation
and litigation.

Resources

Rights for Some discusses 
right-wing leaders’ attempts to
limit the definition of democracy,
often leaving people of color,
women, the glbt community, immi-
grants and other groups “outside
the fence” and not worthy or
deserving of protection under the 

law. It also details the efforts of
the U.S. political Right to restrict
democratic participation in a num-
ber of areas, including privatization
and deregulation, voting rights, 
the separation of church and state,
immigrants’ rights, and ballot 
initiatives.
Cost: $5.00

Order your copy of 

Rights for Some: The Erosion of U.S. Democracy!

Call 617.666.5300 or go to www.publiceye.org to order!

http://www.adc.org
http://www.adc.org/education/adcpub.ht
http://www.aaiusa.org/Tragedy
http://www.usccr.gov
http://www.aaldef.org
http://www.cair-net.org
http://www.sikhcoalition.org/default.asp
http://www.freep.com/jobspage/arabs.htm
http://www.tolerance.org


Svati P. Shah

The third World Conference Against

Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xeno-

phobia, and Related Forms of Intolerance

(WCAR) was held in Durban, South Africa

from August 31 to September 8, 2001. In

the wake of September 11, and the subse-

quent escalation of U.S. military interven-

tion in Afghanistan, attendees of the

governmental conference, and the preced-

ing Non-Governmental Organization

(NGO) Forum (August 28-September 1)

from the United States are left with the task

of connecting the current crisis with the

debates, coalitions, and results surrounding

WCAR. The conference was important in

light of recent events as a forum for the

debate and explication of U.S. foreign pol-

icy, and as a space where representatives of

minoritized and marginalized groups from

around the world came together to share

information and to strategize for change.

The NGO Forum

This conference, hosted by South Africa,

signified a sea change from the second

World Conference to Combat Racism and

Racial Discrimination (1983) which was pri-

marily focused on eradicating apartheid. It

is also significant that at least over a third of

the registered participants of the NGO

Forum of the conference were from the

United States. In addition to intensive offi-

cial conference planning, the year leading up

to WCAR saw many important grassroots

coalitions forming in the United States to

raise money and to mobilize support for

grassroots U.S. participation. Coalitions

formed in support of a number of overlap-

ping constituencies, including women,

immigrants, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and trans-

gender people, people of color, and labor.

There were substantial critiques from within

the United States and internationally regard-

ing the over-representation of people from

the United States in the conference. While

these criticisms pointed to crucial ways in

which this dynamic detracted from other

perspectives being aired in the NGO Forum,

the U.S. based coalitions that were built

before and during the conference have per-

sisted, either formally or informally. Many

are being used to organize a progressive

response to the war in Afghanistan and the

backlash against Arab and South Asian

communities in the United States.

Despite the overwhelming number of

U.S. based delegates who attended the

NGO Forum, the Forum was constituted

by people from around the world giving

workshops and presentations, holding

smaller organizing meetings and caucuses

to negotiate the drafting of the NGO

Forum Declaration. The NGO Forum was

formally divided into caucuses and thematic

commissions that met throughout the week

to share information and to discuss the

NGO document. These included:

Slavery, Slave Trade, Trafficking and

Debt Bondage, Colonialism, Foreign 

Occupation, Palestinian/New Forms of

Apartheid, Religious Intolerance, 

Traditional Institutions and Indigenous

Knowledge Systems, Displaced Persons,

Migration, Refugees, and Asylum Seekers,

Health and HIV/AIDS, Environmental

Racism, Youth and Children, Sexual 

Orientation, Africans and African Descen-

dants, Antisemitism, Dalits and Other

Caste-based Discrimination, Indigenous

Peoples, Gender, Roma/Sinti/Travellers,

Education, Information, Communication

and Media, Ethnic Minorities, and Asians

and Asian Descendants.

Although these diverse themes existed in

the organizing structure of the Forum, the

Forum was also informally oriented around

several common issues, including repara-

tions for victims of the trans-Atlantic slave

trade, and for the countries from which

slaves were taken, the right of return for 

displaced Palestinians, and the rights of 

Dalits in South Asia. This was due to a num-

ber of factors, including the use of extremely

effective organizing and educational strate-

gies by coalitions calling for reparations and

for the rights of the Palestinian and Dalit

communities.

In addition to the NGO Forum, events

were being held in and around Durban on

themes that paralleled or intersected with

the stated topics of the conference. Two of

the most significant of these were the satel-

lite conference on sexual orientation hosted

by the Durban Lesbian and Gay Services

Center, and a land rights march in Durban

held in support of the land rights of Pales-

tinians and of the Black majority in South

Africa. These kinds of events were essential

for using the energy and visibility of the 

conference to promote more localized 

campaigns for social justice.

By all accounts, the NGO Forum Youth

Summit, which preceded the NGO Forum

itself, was efficient and effective in pro-

ducing a document that reflected the pol-

itics of nondiscrimination and the necessity

for structural change on issues of race,

class, gender, sexuality, globalization, migra-

tion, and the like. This stood in contrast to

the logistically uneven nature of the NGO

Forum, and to the difficulty with which the

intersections of various oppressions were

negotiated. Many NGOs at the Forum

had arrived ready to promote an intersec-

tional framework for understanding mar-

ginality and oppression. The International

Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Com-

mission and the Astraea Lesbian Action

Foundation commissioned a paper on the

intersections of race and sexuality. The

paper argued that:

“The WCAR offers governments, non-
government and community-based orga-
nizations the opportunity to reflect on the
causes and consequences of racism. The
WCAR also offers an opportunity to reflect
on the lived experience of multip[al]ly
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marginalized and oppressed groups. This
background paper specifically examines
the intersection between racism and dis-
crimination based on sexual orientation,
sexual preference, or any aspect of sexual
expression that transgresses the bounds of
a socially defined status quo.” 1

Other organizations also distributed

position papers and analytical pieces to

conference participants on intersecting

oppressions, including race and gender,

and race and class. These papers were

extremely useful in delineating a

shared analysis between various 

constituencies living in different

regions. Although it enjoyed wide-

spread support among conference

participants, the intersectional analy-

sis was somewhat difficult to opera-

tionalize. This was due in part to the

caucus structure, which necessitated

working in groups entitled “migra-

tion,” “gender,” “reparations,” “sex-

ual orientation,” etc., although all of

these categories are linked through the

exercise of power by the state and non-

state actors.

The WCAR Governmental
Conference

The official governmental confer-

ence of WCAR, which consti-

tuted the final state-level negotiations

on the Draft Declaration and the 

Programme of Action, was markedly

different from the NGO Forum in

terms of resource allocation and logistical

support. The governmental forum was also

distinct from other world conferences in the

high degree to which NGOs were restricted

from participating in the negotiating process

as either observers or as lobbyists. Severely

limited NGO access to negotiating rooms,

ostensibly due to space constraints, enabled

second and third tier negotiations between

governments to be uninformed by interven-

tions from groups representing civil society.

The governmental conference was

divided thematically. The five themes were

1) Sources, cause, forms and contemporary

manifestations of racism, racial discrimi-

nation and related intolerance; 2) Victims

of racism, racial discrimination and related

intolerance; 3) Measures of prevention,

education and protection aimed at the

eradication of racism, racial discrimina-

tion and related intolerance at the national,

regional and international levels; 4) Provi-

sion for effective remedies, recourses,

redress, [compensatory] and other measures

at the national, regional and international

levels; and 5) Strategies to achieve full and

effective equality, including international

cooperation and enhancement of the

United Nations and other international

mechanisms in combating racism, racial dis-

crimination, xenophobia.

The governmental conference scheduled

from August 31 through September 7

reached a peak mid-week when the U.S.

government decided to officially withdraw

its participation from WCAR by recalling

its delegation from Durban. The conference

had begun amidst rumblings about a pos-

sible U.S. boycott. The U.S. government

had threatened a boycott because of lan-

guage concerning the relationship between

Israel and Palestine—the draft document

had used the language that identified the

Israeli presence in the West Bank and the

Gaza Strip as constituting a foreign occu-

pation of Palestinian lands. The draft doc-

ument had also reaffirmed the right of

Palestinians to return to their lands. The

U.S. government eventually sent a low-level

delegation that reported to National Secu-

rity Advisor Condoleeza Rice. During the

first half of the governmental conference

week, U.S. NGOs regularly orga-

nized meetings and met in their cau-

cuses to discuss responses to official

U.S. positions on a range of topics (as

well as meeting in caucus groups with

NGOs from other regions). NGOs

from the United States largely

expressed positions in keeping with

the analysis from countries in the

Global South that are critical of U.S.

foreign policy. U.S. NGOs had also

consistently demanded a meeting

with the official delegation to discuss

differences between the U.S. govern-

ment’s agenda at WCAR and that of

organizations representing civil soci-

ety. By mid-week, the U.S. NGO

Coordinating Committee was able

to organize a meeting between NGOs

and the delegation. After NGO rep-

resentatives had arrived at the venue,

the U.S. delegation cancelled the

meeting, saying that they could not

meet with NGOs because they were

unwilling to discuss the imminent

official U.S. withdrawal from WCAR with

NGOs. This prompted a mass demonstra-

tion in front of the conference center by U.S.

NGOs and allies against the walkout.

Despite this highly publicized “with-

drawal,” members of the U.S. government

delegation remained at the conference site

throughout the week, and maintained

access to negotiating sessions. Although

the United States did not participate in

negotiations directly, the European Union

and other U.S. allies promoted the U.S.

position on a range of topics, including Israel

and Palestine, and reparations. The final

programme of action was adopted without
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Both the WCAR NGO Forum 

and the governmental conference

included sexual orientation caucuses

that attempted to push inclusion of

language extending protections 

to people on grounds of their 

sexual orientation. It would have

been the first time that sexual 

orientation was included directly in

a United Nations document.



reference to any of the language objected to

by the United States and Israel on Palestine.

Negotiations on 
Sexual Orientation

Both the WCAR NGO Forum and the

governmental conference included 

sexual orientation caucuses that attempted

to push inclusion of language extending 

protections to people on grounds of their 

sexual orientation. It would have been the

first time that sexual orientation was

included directly in a United Nations doc-

ument. The sexual orientation caucus in

both the forum and the governmental con-

ference was comprised of people from North,

Central and South America. The most vocal

opposition to the inclusion of any language

on sexual orientation came from Iran, Iraq,

the United Arab Emirates, and Namibia in

the governmental conference. Opposition

to the inclusion of sexual orientation in the

NGO Forum was less visible, though pre-

sent. NGO Forum opposition took the

form of a series of questions on how sexual

orientation is linked to racism, including

why the International Gay and Lesbian

Human Rights Commission and the Astraea

Lesbian Action Foundation would organize

a delegation to a conference on racism.

That all of the delegates from these organi-

zations were people of color helped to

explain some of this connection, along with

distributing literature on the intersection-

alities of race and sexuality. Many NGOs,

e.g., those representing the Buraku peoples

of Japan and some Dalit rights groups from

India, saw the potential for alliances with

groups pushing for a more progressive posi-

tion on sexuality, and shared that position

as part of their own ideologies.

Vocal supporters of the inclusion of 

sexual orientation in the governmental

conference included Brazil, Costa Rica,

and Canada. These countries were in con-

stant struggle between providing vocal sup-

port to the inclusion of sexual orientation

and sacrificing alliances with other coun-

tries on other issues. Both Brazil and Canada

made separate proposals for inclusion of the

words “sexual orientation” in the govern-

mental document, none of which were

successful. Despite this loss, the alliances

that were formed in informal negotiations

around sexual orientation—especially with

countries whose delegation included NGO

representation—were invaluable. Future

inclusion of progressive language on sexual

orientation in U.N. documents will require

more analysis of the connections between

the scapegoating of sexual minorities and

globalization, structural adjustment, reli-

gious tolerance, and land reform.

Results

In the end, the governmental conference

was extended by one day, to September

8, to accommodate the protracted negoti-

ating process. Some lobbyists claimed that

the lack of direct U.S. involvement in the

negotiations allowed for more progressive

language to be adopted in the final Pro-

gramme of Action on some issues, includ-

ing globalization. The documents that are

a result of the WCAR process, in and of

themselves, reflect a diminished attempt to

eradicate racial discrimination, xenophobia,

and related intolerance. The WCAR process

revealed a great deal about the consistency

of critiques of U.S. foreign policy from

both progressive NGOs in the United States,

and from a wide range of NGOs, universi-

ties, activists and advocates from other

countries.

It was clear to participants that the U.S.

government’s use of language concerning

Israel in the Programme of Action was in

order to escape accountability for domes-

tically supported institutional racism,

including racial profiling by the police,

and reparations—even though the inter-

national media reproduced the official U.S.

position labeling any criticism of Israel’s

actions toward Palestine as being antise-

mitic. While the U.S. position on the con-

ference did focus attention on American

participation and foreign policy, NGOs

and other governmental delegations were

able to work together and debate a number

of key issues that impact communities in

many different regions, including health,

women’s and migrants’ rights, and global-

ization.

A significant result of WCAR has been

the heightened levels of solidarity among

civil society based organizations both

domestically and internationally. Many

U.S. NGOs met and worked together for

the first time. Many coalitions that were

formed before and during WCAR have

persisted. While the documents themselves

are largely symbolic and legally non-bind-

ing—especially as far as the United States

is concerned, as it will probably not ratify

any of these—the negotiations surround-

ing them highlighted important geopolit-

ical alliances and antagonisms between

governments and civil society. For the

United States, it should be noted that U.S.

NGOs and the U.S. government were dia-

metrically opposed on almost every issue

central to the governmental document.

For U.S. NGOs, the NGO Forum began

as an exercise in building coalitions by dis-

tinguishing themselves from U.S. foreign

policy and mainstream U.S. media repre-

sentations of civil society. This indicates

both the growing disconnect between the

U.S. government and activist communities,

and the potential for organizing in pro-

gressive coalitions across national borders.

Svati P. Shah, M.P.H., M. Phil., was a mem-
ber of the International Gay & Lesbian
Human Rights Commission/Astraea Lesbian
Action Foundation delegation to Durban. She
was also a secondary delegate on the Third
World Within delegation from New York
City, where she is a community organizer and
graduate student.

Endnote
1 Svati P. Shah, “A Background paper on the Intersection

of Race and Sexuality with Amendments and Proposals
for the Draft Declaration and Programme of Action for
the World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrim-
ination, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance,” August 27,
2001. Commissioned by the International Gay and 
Lesbian Human Rights Commission and the Astraea 
Lesbian Action Foundation.
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WAR CRIES: 
INVADE! KILL! CONVERT!

“This is no time to be precious about locat-

ing the exact individuals directly involved in

this particular terrorist attack. Those respon-

sible include anyone anywhere in the world

who smiled in response to the annihilation

of patriots like Barbara Olson.

We don’t need long investigations of the

forensic evidence to determine with scientific

accuracy the person or persons who ordered

this specific attack. We don’t need an ‘inter-

national coalition.’ We don’t need a study on

‘terrorism.’…

People who want our country destroyed

live here, work for our airlines, and are sub-

mitted to the exact same airport shakedown

as a lumberman from Idaho….

Airports scrupulously apply the same

laughably ineffective airport harassment to

Suzy Chapstick as to Muslim hijackers. It is

preposterous to assume every passenger is a

potential crazed homicidal maniac. We know

who the homicidal maniacs are….

We should invade their countries, 

kill their leaders and convert them to 

Christianity.”

Source: Ann Coulter, National Review, September 13, 2001.

http://www.nationalreview.com/coulter/coulter091301.shtml

PAT & JERRY DIVINE 
INVISIBLE HANDS BEHIND
9/11!

JERRY FALWELL: . . .these Middle Eastern

monsters are committed to destroying the

Jewish nation, driving her into the Mediter-

ranean, conquering the world. . . . And I fear,

as Donald Rumsfeld, the Secretary of Defense

said yesterday, that this is only the beginning.

And with biological warfare available to

these monsters; the Husseins, the Bin Ladens,

the Arafats, what we saw on Tuesday, as ter-

rible as it is, could be miniscule if, in fact, if

in fact God continues to lift the curtain and

allow the enemies of America to give us

probably what we deserve.

PAT ROBERTSON: Jerry, that’s my feel-

ing. I think we’ve just seen the antechamber

to terror. We haven’t even begun to see what

they can do to the major population. 

JERRY FALWELL: The ACLU’s got to

take a lot of blame for this.

PAT ROBERTSON: Well, yes. 

JERRY FALWELL: And, I know that I’ll

hear from them for this. But, throwing God

out successfully with the help of the federal

court system, throwing God out of the pub-

lic square, out of the schools. The abortion-

ists have got to bear some burden for this

because God will not be mocked. And when

we destroy 40 million little innocent babies,

we make God mad. I really believe that the

pagans, and the abortionists, and the femi-

nists, and the gays and the lesbians who are

actively trying to make that an alternative

lifestyle, the ACLU, People For the Ameri-

can Way, all of them who have tried to sec-

ularize America. I point the finger in their face

and say ‘you helped this happen’. 

PAT ROBERTSON: Well, I totally con-

cur, and the problem is we have adopted that

agenda at the highest levels of our govern-

ment. And so we’re responsible as a free soci-

ety for what the top people do. And, the top

people, of course, is the court system. 

Source: People for the American Way.

http://www.pfaw.org/911/robertson_falwell.shtml

DISASTER RELIEF FOR
HOMOSEXUALS COULD
LEAD TO GAY MARRIAGE
VALIDATION!

“[Relief organizations] should be first giving

priority to those widows who were at home

with their babies, and those widowers who

lost their wives,” Sheldon said. “It should be

given on the basis and priority of one man

and one woman in a marital relationship.”

“This is just another example of how the

gay agenda is seeking to overturn the one

man-one woman relationship from center

stage in America, taking advantage of this

tragedy,” he said. 

Source: People for the American Way.

http://www.pfaw.org/news/press//2001-10-04.328.phtml

LEFT’S ATTACK ON
SCOUTS GIVES TERROR-
ISTS VICTORY!

The Rev. Louis P. Sheldon, Chairman of the

Traditional Values Coalition, writes

“[b]ecause of the terrorist war on America,

contributions to SAVE OUR BOYSCOUTS

have fallen off… . But despite the terrorist

attack on America, the Left’s war on the

Boy Scouts continues…The Left’s attack

on the Scouts can only weaken America and

“
It’s not just simply 

a matter of capturing

people and holding

them accountable, 

but removing the

sanctuaries, removing

the support systems,

ending states who

sponsor terrorism.
”Paul Wolfowitz, 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 
of the United States.

Source: Cited in John Catalinotto, “As U.S. War

Seems Imminent: NATO Countries Fear Being

Dragged In.”

http://www.iacenter.org/nato_war0901.htm

Emphasis added!

Eye

Eyes
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http://www.nationalreview.com/coulter/coulter091301.shtml
http://www.pfaw.org/911/robertson_falwell.shtml
http://www.pfaw.org/news/press//2001-10-04.328.phtml
http://www.iacenter.org/nato_war0901.htm
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give the terrorists another victory. If the Left

destroys the Boy Scouts, the terrorists

win again.”

Source: “Urgent” Letter sent out as part of an emergency

campaign by the Traditional Values Coalition.

PLEDGING PATRIOTISM

“FRC Unveils Patriotic Book Covers For

America’s Students – As many of the nation’s

52 million students simultaneously recite

the Pledge of Allegiance Friday, Family

Research Council unveils a new patriotic

book cover featuring the words of the pledge

on the front and two verses of the national

anthem on the back.”

“‘The Pledge was and is a statement of

unity, an important lesson for students,’ Fam-

ily Research Council President Ken Connor

said Friday. ‘This is a teaching moment, and

schools should use it to bring back the Pledge

where it has slipped from daily routines.

FRC’s new book covers are designed to help

accomplish this goal.’”

Source: Family Research Council Press Release, October

12, 2001. http://www.frc.org

CALLING ALL REAL 
AMERICANS!

“Since Sept. 11, the words ‘God Bless 

America’ have been seen and heard everywhere.

But the ACLU wants it stopped!

According to Fox News, the U.S. House

of Representatives yesterday gave its blessing

to ‘God Bless America.’

The American Family Association encour-

ages you to contact Superintendent Brown

and commend him for standing firm for

America’s children against the un-American

ACLU.”

Source: American Family Association Alert, October 17,

2001. http://www.afa.net/activism/aa101701.asp

HAIKU
quiet evening

mom tucks child in for the night

bomb obliterates
–kinZ3

dark morning

no rain except in mother’s eyes

bloody floor
–Ashu

earth trembles then fear

scorpions and eagles fight

doves must fly in flocks
–Chip Berlet
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To Our Readers

In the last issue of The Public Eye, I used the term

“young turks” to describe the young White men of 

the Old Right who were the founding strategists and

leaders of the New Right. I used the term in its popular

sense: young men with new ideas.

We quickly received a phone call from one of our most

loyal supporters, a woman of Armenian descent, who

pointed out that the popular use of “young turks” is

derived from the Young Turk Movement, which emerged

in the early 20th century as a reform-minded group in

Turkey. A sector of this movement, the Committee of

Union and Progress (CUP) seized and monopolized

power in 1913, promoting a form of Turkish national-

ism that was xenophobic and exclusionary.

The CUP devised a secret program for the extermina-

tion of the Armenian population, a civilian minority

population in the Ottoman Empire. Thus, it was the

CUP faction of the Young Turks who implemented the

Armenian Genocide, characterized by mass deporta-

tion and slaughter.

I apologize to all our readers for my error in not know-

ing the historical roots of the term “young turks.” For

an account of the role of the Young Turks in the history

of the Ottoman Empire, see an article by Dr. Rouben

Paul Adalian of the Armenian National Institute, in

Israel W. Charny, ed., Encyclopedia of Genocide (Santa

Barbara: ABC-Clio, 1999). It can also be found online

at: http://www.armenian-genocide.org/encyclope-

dia/young_turks.htm

Jean V. Hardisty

President, PRA.

http://www.frc.org
http://www.afa.net/activism/aa101701.asp
http://www.armenian-genocide.org/encyclopedia/young_turks.htm
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WITH THE PRESIDENCY OF GEORGE W. BUSH, the U.S. political
Right is escalating its attack on a whole range of hard-won rights and
protections. Based on PRA’s twenty years monitoring the Right,
Defending Democracy: An Activist Resource Kit documents how the
Right’s campaigns and policies have eroded democratic values and goals
and provides tools to respond to this threat effectively.

✓ Overview of the Right
In-depth articles provide an overview of how the Right, including
the Christian Right, the New Right and the Hard Right, has closed
economic opportunities, denied equal protection of law and limited
individual rights of many people. The articles also propose princi-
ples by which we can counter this challenge.

✓ Organizing Advice 
Practical guidance for activists, including general do’s and don’ts 
in dealing with the Right, how to respond to hate activity in your
community, ways to protect yourself in the face of political repres-
sion, tips on dealing with the media, and advice on fundraising.

✓ Resources
Indispensable detailed directory of major right-wing organizations
and ideologues and listing of selected organizations providing
resources on challenging the Right. Also an extensive bibliography.

Web: www.publiceye.org

Political Research Associates
1310 Broadway, Suite 201, Somerville, MA 02144 
Phone: 617-666-5300   Fax: 617-666-6622

Order your copy of 

Defending Democracy
an Activist Resource Kit available from PRA

Order by mail, phone or fax
Cost: $15, low income $10 (includes postage). Visa/Mastercard
accepted. MA residents add 5% sales tax.

Name

Address 

City/State/Zip

Phone                                             E-mail 

■■   Check enclosed (payable to Political Research Associates)

Please charge my  ■■   VISA   ■■   Mastercard

#___________________________ Expiration Date_________

Defending Democracy is part of a series of Activist Resource Kits
produced by PRA. If you would like information on other kits, please
write to the address below or visit us at www.publiceye.org.
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